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In this article Pollock and Kirkwood argue that the tackle and other forms of contact should
be removed from school rugby. There can be no argument that rugby is a contact sport and
that by removing contact one would reduce the rate of injury. Some will feel that this is a
good thing and worthy of such a ban others may be less sure and concerned that it makes
childhood overly ‘sterile’. My own personal view tends towards the latter but this is a matter
of personal opinion.
I am however concerned by some of the science offered here. It is clear the article is
concerned about concussion and the risk concussions poses- I think these are
misunderstood, perhaps as neither author is from a neuroscience background.
The case for concussion causing any form of problem to children or adults is far from
proven. The scientific evidence is unequivocal that participants in professional contact
sports, in particular the NFL, are twice as likely to live longer than others from similar
backgrounds. In other words there is no doubt sport and exercise is good for you and that
effect is far more important in terms of all cause mortality than any increase in risk of
neurodegeneration. One can of course get the exercise benefits without the risk of contact
and as the author suggest cycling may be an alternative, although whether results from a the
calm of New Zealand map onto inner city Britain is highly questionable. But perhaps more
relevantly would the majority of children be as willing to engage. As kid I used to regularly
cycle as means of building cardiovascular fitness for rowing- my friends all thought it was
weird! The health crisis facing Britain’s children is not concussion but obesity and lack of
exercise. Public health clinicians should think very carefully before calling for measures that
may cut participation in sport

The interpretation of the scientific literature on whether concussion causes longer term
problems is complex as it is very prone to confounding as there are multiple risks for
problems down the line and it is far from clear that concussion is the cause.
Of the studies cited
1- “a history of concussion is associated with a lowering of a person’s life chances
across a range of social and educational measures including receipt of disability

pension, psychiatric inpatient admissions or outpatient visits, premature mortality, low
educational achievement, and receipt of state welfare payments”- this well conducted
Swedish cohort study is not nearly as clear as the authors make it out to be. Severe
brain injuries undoubtedly cause such problems but when one looks at the data in
this study on mild brain injury the effect all but disappears when the researchers start
to control for such things as family milieu that the children were raised in- the
alternate hypothesis is that impulsive children who make injudicious decisions are
more prone to getting concussion and it is there personality that makes them prone
to troubles in adult life.
2- “head injury is associated with an increased risk of any dementia, adding to existing
evidence that head injury may lead to neurodegenerative diseases”- this study
requires careful consideration. What it found was that there was no association
between definitive brain injuries ie where there was loss of consciousness and
subsequent dementia (which is in keeping with the literature) whereas they found a
weak association with knocks to the head in which the brain may or may not have
been affected. This finding is obviously much more suggestive of confounding than a
true biological effect
The problems with concussion research and its complexity are discussed in detail in
http://jnnp.bmj.com/content/early/2017/03/10/jnnp-2016-315510
My opinion would therefore be that it is legitimate to argue against rugby on grounds that
children should not be put at risk of any injury, if that is your view, but not to use a poorly
understood neuroscience argument to do so.
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